DEMOLITION DERBY RULES 2020
No imperials accepted
All tires are accepted except for studded tires
Wheel weights must be removed, Valve protectors are forbidden
All trim inside and outside of vehicle must be removed, all lights and windows must be removed only windshield will be
tolerated
Airbags must be removed
All lose debris/broken glass in car must be cleaned
Spare tire must be removed from trunk
Car must have breaks, a brake check will be done before each race
8.2 holes of 10 inches or 1 20-inch hole must be cut into the hood in case of fire
Trailer hitch (if equipped) must be removed
Doors must be chained, maximum of 2 chains per door. Only the driver door can be reinforced by a metal bar that can
stick out maximum 1 foot on each side of the driver door
Vehicle number must be inscribed on each side of vehicle 12-inch minimum height
Driver seat must be in good condition and must be reinforced by either a pole bolted to the floor to the roof OR a Door
bar welded from door to door behind the seat no cage no 3 point
Replace Prestone with water
Radiator must be stock and must remain in stock location, it can be replaced with a pipe, no steel reservoirs no
homemade radiators
It is illegal to put cement in your car
Cars must be finished before going thru inspection
Permissions :
Stock gas tank is permitted if it is in front of rear axle
Battery and gas tank can be moved inside the car, must be securely fastened if it moves or leaks you will be disqualified
It is permitted to chain, bolt or weld the trunk, Bolts maximum 6 inches above trunk did, Minimum 6 inches between
washer for rods, no connecting plates together, max 1 inch rod
Welding only accepted on Trunk, Hood, Drivers door and bumper
You can weld the bumper brackets and the suspension, for the suspension you can use a 2x2 tube max
Bumpers cannot be stuffed, seam welding the bumpers is allowed, wrapping bumper in chain is not permitted
Full size bumpers on v6 is permitted
Repair plates on frame 4inch x 4inch maximum, 2 repair plates are allowed on pre ran cars only must be painted bright
color to show
We will not tolerate adding of cement, metal or reinforcement of the frame or subframe
Transmission cooler are allowed but must remain in the engine compartment

PICK-UPS
All previous rules apply
Box must keep original form no folded boxes
You are allowed a protection cage in the cab only
Driver door must be reinforced with a metal beam cannot pass door more than 12 inches on each side, minimum 4
bolt to hold it on 1 in fender 2 on door and 1 in back door or box
Bumpers, Car bumpers are allowed, No homemade bumper, no adding steel to bumper, no wrapping chain on
bumper
Tailgate must me either chained bolted or welded shut
Box must be tied to frame using a steel frame maximum 6x6 inch tubing must be 12 inches away from cab and
tailgate, must have 6 clamps to frame, cannot be connected to cage inside the driver’s quarters, for suburban’s the
driver’s quarters finishes behind the seat
For 4x4 vehicles front driveshaft must be removed

MINIVAN MINI PICK UP
All full-size pick up rules apply
V8 bumpers, allowed no adding steel no homemade bumpers allowed, no wrapping bumper in chain
Cages are not allowed
4 Cylinder Stock:
Doors must be chained 2 chains per door
Only driver’s door can be protected by a steel beam securely fastened
3.2 10-inch holes or 1 20-inch hole must be made in the hood in case of fire
Vehicle number must be inscribed on front doors 12 inches minimum
Driver seats must be in good condition and reinforced by a bar bolted from the floor thru the roof
It is allowed to put the gas tank and battery in the car 1 battery only
Hood and Trunk can only be tied down in 2 places, Chain, Steel cable, Wire and Seatbelts may be used
Headers are allowed
DOT approved tires only spare tires are allowed
Factory bumper only no bumper swaps
No doubled tires, no skid steer tires/Tractor
Factory Engine only no swapping
No Modification to body or sub frame, no adding metal
No creasing or Notching allowed
No repair plates
No Welding will be accepted
Stock means stock if it is not written don’t
do it
If your car is deemed illegal for stock you will be given the option to race in the modified class.

If we deem a modification on the car was illegal after the race the driver will not be paid if he won and will not be allowed
to participate in any other races that day.
Decisions made by the official are final and cannot be overturned.

